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one interesting feature of john the ripper is the inclusion of a random number generator. as mentioned in the previous slides, john the ripper uses a random number generator to generate password guesses, but it's not always apparent where this is happening or even
what the algorithm is. you can use this slide to see how random numbers are being generated. it uses four pieces of a pbkdf2 hashing algorithm, using the number shown, the length of the password, the salt, and the iteration count, to generate a random number. the

last two slides show us two nice features. the first is table support. this means that you can store a list of common words, which is where the guesses for passwords are generated. john the ripper has both normal, unlimited word tables as well as the more memory
efficient jumbo tables, which may be stored and/or loaded with the -m switch. however, be warned, depending on the number of iterations you choose, this can produce enormous tables that can actually take longer than calculating the passwords that are actually in the
database. the second feature is cryptographic hashes. it is very important that you set the proper hash types for the passwords that you want to crack. let's say you want to crack the lm hashes in your database. first, you need to make sure you are using the right hash.

if you use des, you will get different results than if you used md5 or sha-1. john the ripper includes the following hash types: let's say that you had used md5 hash for your passwords. now you are not going to be able to crack them because john the ripper does not
support md5. likewise, if you chose sha512 for your password hashes, you would not be able to crack them, either. the text tells you the difference in the password type and hash function options.
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* wordlist wordlist: this mode will use a combination of wordlists. the first wordlist will be used to try to guess the passwords, and the second wordlist will be used to crack the passwords that hashcat can't figure out. when you
are testing for rsa crack, the entropy is likely to change as the test set is changed. this makes the final hash value slightly different for each test. if you are cracking using the default wordlist provided by hashcat, the crack

time will be fairly consistent each time. cracking is much easier when you start from a good dictionary than from a random word list. try to pick a dictionary that contains words that are not common for your users. this makes
it easier to filter the bad words out. if there is a small chance that the hash function used for your passwords is not optimal, then using more iterations than what hashcat specifies could increase your chance of success. for

example, a longer test could use the number of steps specified by hashcat, but use 100% of the memory. for example, if the memory used by hashcat was 512 kb, you could specify the value of -m to be 100000. if the
memory used by hashcat was 1024 kb, you could specify the value of -m to be 100000, 200000, or any other number between the two values. possibly the most difficult aspect of cracking a hash is finding the attack vector.
the attack vector is the crack. in this case, it is finding the password. if you can find the password, the rest is easy. you can also use the base64decode function in the dbms_lob package to parse a password-encrypted text

string and extract the raw data. for example, you can decode a base64-encoded string of userid="1234" and then use that userid to query the user_gap_group view for the group or group membership. the function will return
the specified string as a blob. 5ec8ef588b
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